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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have unrooted devices enrolled in Microsoft Intune as shown in the following table.
The devices are members of a group named Group1.
In Intune, you create a device compliance location that has the following configurations:
* Name: Network1
* IPv4 range: 192.168.0.0/16
In Intune, you create a device compliance policy for the Android platform. The policy has
following configurations:
* Name: Policy1
* Device health: Rooted devices: Block
* Locations: Location: Network1
* Mark device noncompliant: Immediately
* Assigned: Group1
In Intune device compliance policy has the following configurations:
* Mark devices with no compliance policy assigned as: Compliant
* Enhanced jailbreak detection: Enabled

* Compliance status validity period (days): 20
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune/device-compliance-get-started

NEW QUESTION: 2
What properly needs to be set in a BOM Configuration file to ignore elements present in the
BOM class but missing from the XOM?
A. ignore.MissingXomElement
B. update.ignoreMissingBomElement
C. update.ignoreDifferences
D. update.ignoreMissingXomElement
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are the business analyst for a large project in your organization. While your company
prefers face-to- face communications there are many stakeholders located in different
geographical locations. How can you still effectively serve as a business analyst when the
stakeholders are not collocated?
A. You will need to travel on a regular rotation to each of the geographical locations to
complete the business analyst duties.
B. Add more business analysts in each of the geographical location.
C. You will need the stakeholders to periodically gather in one locale.
D. You will need to implement videoconferences.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
The Admin has created the "Promotional Discount ABC" price rule below. TABLE Assuming a
quote where all conditions form this rule are met, which products on the quote get a discount?
A. Product A, Product B, and Product C
B. Product A and Product C
C. Product B and Product C
D. Product C
Answer: C
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